Platinum Based Material for Additive Technology of Gas Sensors †
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Abstract: We prepared platinum nanoparticle ink usable for the fabrication of MEMS microheaters of high-temperature gas sensors and thermoresistors operating up to 450 °C and present some preliminary results on the application of the ink in sensor microheater manufacturing. The ink consists of platinum particles (3–8 nm) suspended in ethylene glycol solution of polyvinylpyrrolidone. The ink is usable in both InkJet and AerosolJet printers. The annealing at temperature of about 600 °C leads to the formation of uniform microheater structure. The experiments on microheater aging confirm the stability of the printed microstructure at 450 °C for at least one year of operation. The substrates used for printing were thin alumina and LTCC ceramics with thickness of 12–20 μm.
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1. Introduction

The application of additive (printing) technologies for the fabrication of high temperature sensors is very attractive because of simplicity of the method enabling the fabrication of fine (down to 10 μm size) elements of sensor on almost any type of substrate: ceramics, polymeric films, anodized metals, etc. However, the use of printing technologies applying inks made from Ag, Au, Pt nanoparticles for the fabrication of high-temperature MEMS metal oxide and thermocatalytic gas sensors, applicable for the detection of hardly oxidized gases like methane, is restricted by two main factors. The first one is poor adhesion of high-temperature, mainly platinum, ink to existing MEMS platforms based on SiO2/Si3N4. This problem can be solved by the application of non-silicon substrates [1], for example thin alumina or LTCC (low temperature co-fired ceramics) for the fabrication of MEMS platforms. Another factor is related with unavailability of materials for high temperature inks of printed microheaters. Now the ink based on Pt nanoparticles is available mainly from Fraunhofer–IKTS (Dresden) [2], this single producer has a possibility to dictate the conditions to the customers. The main technical disadvantage of the ink [2] is very wide distribution
of nanoparticle size ranging from few nanometers to 500 nm. This leads to the problems with print stability because the annealing at temperature of 600 °C recommended by Fraunhofer IKTS is not sufficient to get stable resistance of microheater.

Another problem is the control of wettability of the surface of LTCC or alumina substrate with the ink. The modification of this commercial ink seems to be impossible because of politics of the company neglecting any direct contacts with customers, therefore the only opportunity for them is the development of new ink with improved formulation.

All these issues forced us to think about the development of our own Pt inks usable in InkJet and AerosolJet printers giving high quality for relatively low cost of printed sensing elements.

In the main part of recent researches, e.g., [3,4], the authors used polyimide film as a substrate for the sensors made using InkJet and AerosolJet printing. This polymeric material permits the application of gas sensor at rather high working temperature—up to 350 °C—and enables the fabrication of flexible devices free of some disadvantages of silicon MEMS ones. However, the application of both gold and polyimide restrict the operation temperature of the micro heater by temperature of approximately 350 °C.

The target of this work was the development of Aerosol and InkJet printable ink consisting of nanoparticles of platinum suspended in a vehicle with viscosity of 5–10 cP. This ink should be suitable for the fabrication of ceramic MEMS devices operating at least up to 450 °C.

2. Experiment

Nanoparticle ink containing ~10–20 wt.% of 3–8 nm Ag, Au, and Pt organic vehicle were prepared by wet method and optimized for the application in Dimatix DMP 2831 printer and for AerosolJet printer AJ 15XE (Neotech-AMT/Optomec, Nuremberg, Germany).

These instruments are, probably, optimal for microheater fabrication because they can give print width down to 10 μm. AerosolJet printer working principle is close to traditional aerograph technique. The printable ink is atomized by purified air flow to give airborne droplets 1–5 μm in diameter. This air flow direct the flow of aerosol to the nozzle, where the flow is additionally focused by air flow to give jet diameter of about 10–20 μm. The jet remains focused up to distance of about 10 cm enabling contactless printing over 3D substrates. The main advantages of ink and aerosol jet techniques are (1) the minimization of the consumption of precious metals compared to sputtering technique, (2) the use of maskless technology, and (3) the contactless printing process at the distance between printing head and the substrate of several millimeters not damaging 10–20 μm thick alumina membrane used for MEMS fabrication.

The ink contained individual nano-particles of platinum without agglomeration. To prepare this ink, platinum in diluted solution of H₂PtCl₆ was reduced by ethylene glycol in presence of PVP (polyvinylpyrrolidone) and concentrated then using centrifuge (8000 rpm). TEM and electron diffraction pictures of nano-particles of Pt with size of 3–8 nm is presented in Figure 1. The inks viscosity is of about 10 cP.

The printed microheater was first dried at temperature of 100 °C and then sintered at 600 °C for 1 h. This relatively low sintering temperature is sufficient for the formation of platinum line consisting of 5–8 nm particle of platinum.

The platinum microheaters were deposited onto thin alumina membrane obtained by anodic oxidation of aluminium; the free standing alumina film was annealed at 1000 °C for 10 h used for membrane stabilization, removal of surface contaminations and improvement of the surface wettability by the ink. Resulting semi-transparent alumina with thickness of 12 μm is robust enough to be used as a substrate for both InkJet and AerosolJet printing. Another material used as a substrate was LTCC obtained from Slovenian company KEKO (Ljubljana, Slovenia). This material could be prospective because of possibility of low cost mass production of ceramic MEMS based on this ceramics.
Figure 1. Nano-particles of platinum included in the ink for aerosol and ink-jet printing. (a) TEM image of platinum nano-particles, (b) size distribution histogram of the synthesized platinum nanoparticles, (c) diffraction pattern of electrons in the sample of platinum nano-particles synthesized in this work. Numbers indicate the numbers of the crystallographic planes of the platinum crystal phase referring to the corresponding reflections.

3. Results and Discussion

Pt film made of the ink using Aerosol and InkJet technique had thickness 1–2 μm. It was studied after annealing at different temperatures. Figure 2 presents SEM images of the Pt coating on alumina ceramics after annealing at different temperatures. Increase in annealing temperature leads to an increase in crystallite size, but the coating remains unbroken after treatment.
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For the printing of narrow lines, Pt containing ink was inserted to the reservoir of ink jet printer Dimatix DMP 2831 and printed using a single nozzle of the instrument. The printing onto pre-annealed ceramic film gives high quality print with superficial resistance of about 2 Ohm/square for ceramic MEMS devices. Similar results were obtained using the AerosolJet printing machine. After annealing at 350 °C, platinum film is characterized by sufficient adhesion to a glass substrate to pass “scotch test”. For the application in gas sensor, a layer of platinum nano-particles is sintered about 600 °C.

The structure used for the resistivity and power consumption tests is presented in Figure 3A. This was a cantilever structure cut by 10—Watt fiber optic laser from whole 12 μm thick alumina substrate made by anodic oxidation of alumina. Resulting triangle shaped microheater was fixed in TO-8 packaging using 20 μm platinum wires. Similar printing results were obtained using thin LTCC membrane as a substrate. In this case, thin membrane was fixed by glass over the hole in 0.5 mm thick LTCC substrate.

The width of the lines in the triangle apex part is of 40–50 μm, the microhotplate area is of ~300 × 300 μm, power consumption of ~70 mW at 450 °C is comparable with those of silicon-technology based microheaters [5]. Thermal response time is of ~50 ms.
Figure 3. (A) Photo of the microheater fabricated by ink-jet printing of Pt based ink. The line width in the triangle apex part is of 50 μm, the microhotplate area of this microheater is of ~300 × 300 μm. (B) Power consumption of cantilever type microheater as a function of sensor working temperature.

The stability of the microheater was tested by applying constant voltage and by measurement of current through the microheater. The voltage was chosen to maintain constant temperature of the microheater equal to 450 °C. The drift of the resistance is below 1% during 15 days of measurement. Typical operation mode of the sensor is pulsing heating with duty cycle of about 2.5% (approximately 250 ms of heating necessary to measure gas concentration with semiconductor gas sensor and 10 s interval between measurements). Therefore, under real exploitation conditions sensor remains working for more than one year.

4. Conclusions

We synthesized inks based on Pt, Au and Ag 3–8 nm nanoparticles. The printability and applicability of Pt based ink was tested at the fabrication of microheaters of metal oxide gas sensors. The substrate of the sensor was 12 μm thick anodic alumina. The microheater was prepared by Ink and AerosolJet technique, the microheater with ~300 × 300 μm hot area consumes ~70 mW at 450 °C and remains stable after at least 15 days of operation at this temperature corresponding to the operation in pulsing heating mode for >1 year.
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